
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Teacher Placement  

Project Report 
 

Watch This Space 5 

Watch this Space is delivered by engage with the Museums, Libraries and Archives Council, as 

part of Strategic Commissioning, which is funded by the Department for Culture, Media and 

Sport and the Department for Children, Schools and Families. 

 



 

Background 

QUAD is one of the East Midlands newest Arts Venues, and opened to the public on the 26th 

September 2008. As a venue we offer; a gallery programme which includes work from local, national 

and international artists, it is exciting, diverse and open to new ideas and experimentation. There 

are two dedicated Independent cinema screens in QUAD Cinema 1 seats 234 people and Cinema 2 

seats 118. The Participation Space, which can be used as a classroom and for practical workshops. 

QUAD is also the first venue outside of London to host a BFI Mediatheque - an exciting and unique 

collection of film and television from the BFI National Archive. A Square Group Mac Suite this is a 

creative technology room accommodating high spec Mac Pro computers. The Box, this is the space 

that sits above the entrance hall, the glass that forms the external walls has been designed by 

international glass artist Alexander Beleshenko, the Box is a multi-purpose flexible space.  

About the teacher placement: 
 
Teachers: Jo Everitt and Chrissie Sargent 
 
School: Noel Baker Community School and Language College 
 
Address:  Bracknell Drive, Alvaston, Derby, DE24 0BR 
 
Key Stage of students: Key Stage 4 
 
Number of students taking part: 31 
 
Process 

The initial contact with Noel Baker School was straight forward as the application had been made by 

QUAD after already discussing the schools potential involvement in project with Paul Henegan, the 

Head of Art, Design and Textiles. Paul and I met prior to submitting an application to discuss how the 

programme may best work for the school, how it may address issues identified by the school and 

which teachers may be asked to engage in the programme. The decision on which teachers would be 

involved reflected the school development of cross circular working. Although recognising the 

potential for links between subjects in practise teaching staff find it difficult to meet with other staff 

outside their subject area – this is partly due to the split site layout of the school.  

After being informed that the application had been successful I then supported Pauls request to the 

school, senior management and staff, to agree to two teachers taking up the offer of a placement. 

There was not a straight forward yes to the request, and I sent supporting letters to outline the 

potential benefits for the school, teachers and pupils, the financial support being offered was also 

highlighted. Fortunately the placements were agreed to.  

After spending the initial WTS 5 training day together at the Tate in late September and discussing 

the programme Chrissie – the dance teacher had the most challenging journey ahead of the three of 

us  in identifying what the opportunity could offer her and her pupils.  Chrissie was however open 

minded in her approach and attended the private view of the Jane and Louise Wilson exhibition 

“Spiteful of Dream” at QUAD prior to the first placement day.  



Purpose 

As the Participation Officer in this newly opened venue I was keen to develop an appropriate range 

of opportunities and ways of engagement for schools. The opportunities offered to QUAD by taking 

part in the Watch this Space 5 programme were initially identified as; 

 Supporting and informing the development of a CPD for teachers programme, with 
particular emphasis on digital resources.  

To include creative approaches to whiteboard integration, digital photography, image 
manipulation, animation and the use of the internet as a resource.  

 On line resources for teachers and youth leaders.  
The project developed by the teacher/s will be available for others to download from the QUAD 
website for independent use or offered to schools as a package.  

 Educationalists who are advocates of the benefits that engaging with gallery exhibitions can 
offer pupils.  

 To develop an appropriate gallery visit session which can be used with other Key Stage 3 
pupils. 

 To further develop relations between QUAD and Noel Baker School and its staff. 

 For the Participation Officer and the wider team to gain a better understanding of the 
requirements of the new secondary curriculum.  

 To be able to advocate to other schools the benefits of a gallery visit for Key Stage 3 pupils. 
 

The opportunities for the teachers identified by QUAD were; 

 Developed confidence when working with outside organisations 

 Evidence that can help demonstrate to senior Management at schools the benefits of 
working with galleries and cultural organisations 

 Inspiration and renewed motivation 

 For the teachers to have their teaching “backed up” and endorsed by others “in the outside 
world”. Pupils often struggle to see the connection between the learning in the classroom 
and how that relates to industry or career paths.  

 Investment in individual teachers CPD. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



The Placement 

Day One  

 Induction to QUAD, tour of the venue and facilities by Participation Officer 

 Introduction to the current exhibitions by the Senior Curator, in particular the Jane and 
Louise Wilson exhibition “Spiteful of Dreams”  

 Discussion with the Digital Resources Officer 
 
Day Two 

 Reviewing the archives of work by children and young people, discussion around various 
projects and programmes of work, what has happened in the past and what might be 
possible. 

 Reviewed our initial ideas and discussed how a visit may meet the needs of the pupils – what 
was it that a gallery visit could offer that couldn’t be offered in the school environment? 
Planned activities and walked through identifying equipment and materials required. 

 Project planning forms started, risk assessments, pupil evaluation forms and handouts. 

 A training session delivered by the Digital Resources Officer on the digital equipment booked 
for the project; digital cameras, camcorders, Mac computers and Photoshop. 
 

Day Three 

 Completing the schools risk assessment book, constructing letters to be sent home to 
parents, working out the detailed timings, obtaining quotes and booking transport arranging 
equipment bookings and purchasing materials. 

 Reflection on, and evaluation of, the programme so far identifying the benefits for the 
individuals and the organisations. Identifying obstacles or challenges that had arisen. 
 

Day Four  

 Day long visit by both classes. BTEC ART and BTEC PERFORMING ARTS 
 

Programme for the day 

9.30 arrival Introduction and housekeeping pupils divided into 5 groups of 5 and 1 group of 6 at least 

2 dancers in each group. Each individual was given a badge, the idea being that as the pupils would 

be moving throughout the venue during their visit we wanted to imbue them with a sense of 

purpose which in turn would be conveyed to members of the public also visiting the building.  

 

The groups were given instruction on how to use the digital cameras, each group then set their 

camera to the settings specified. 



 

Gallery activities 

In the exhibition “Spiteful of Dreams” each group created a mind map around the exhibition, listing 

words to describe the sounds, the visuals and, thirdly, their emotional response to the exhibition and 

its setting. 

 

 

 

 

The groups then selected 1 word from each category to translate into an action or movement, the 

groups then performed this with the dancers taking a leading role. Each group were then handed a 

selection of lights which could be attached to the “Performers” the “Artists” then recorded the 

movements by taking long exposure photographs of the actions.  

 

Photograph Kim Burgoyne Noel Baker Pupil 2008  

 

 

Photograph Kim Burgoyne Noel Baker Pupil 2008  

 



 

 
 

 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photograph Noel Baker Pupil 2008 

 

Photographs Noel Baker Pupils 2008 

 



 

Square Group Mac Suite activities – Artists 

 

 

The “Artists” took the cameras to the Mac suite where they continued to work within their original 

groups – without the “Performers”. The session was lead by their art teacher Jo Everitt who was 

supported by the Digital Resources Officer. Each group uploaded their photographs and selected 2 

each to work on in Photoshop. Their brief was to create a flyer for a dance performance, a range of 

manipulation tools in Photoshop were demonstrated and pupils had the chance to experiment with 

different processes creating a number of documents. Each individual selected a final document to 

save and print. 

 

 

Photograph Kim Burgoyne Noel Baker Pupil 2008  

 

Photograph Kim Burgoyne Noel Baker Pupil 2008  

 



 

 

      

    

    

    

 A representation of the flyers created by the “Artists” 



 

 

The Box – Performers 

Whilst the “Artists” worked in the Mac Suite the “Performers” took the mind maps into the Box 

along with the soundtrack from the exhibition, their brief (see below) was to create a performance 

piece which used the exhibition and the list of words as a starting point. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                    CONTEMPORARY DANCE PIECE 

IN GROUPS, YOU MUST CREATE A CONTEMPORARY DANCE PIECE BASED ON THE EXHIBITION YOU HAVE 

SEEN TODAY. YOU HAVE COMPLETED TASKS FOCUSSING ON THE SIGHTS, SOUNDS AND EMOTIONS 

LINKED WITH THE EXHIBITION WHICH WILL HELP YOU COMPLETE THE TASK. THE GROUPS ARE AS 

FOLLOWS; 1) JS, AR, SH, MA 2) JA, J R, J S 3) JE, KH, AA, JY 4) IY, BH, SN 

THE GROUP WILL BE SET OUT AS SHOWN BELOW; 

 

A. EACH GROUP WILL BE GIVEN 2 OF THE SHEETS COMPLETED DURING THE EXHIBITION TASK. YOU MUST 

CREATE A SHORT MOTIF USING THE WORDS ON THEM AS STIMULI. 

B. YOUR MOTIF MUST LAST 16 BEATS AND YOU WILL BE REPEATING THE SAME MOTIF 4 TIMES. 

C. ALL GROUPS WILL BE PERFORMING AT ONCE AND IN TIME. ONCE THE PERFORMANCE IS COMPLETE, 

ALL GROUPS MOVE IN THE DIRECTION OF THE ARROWS ON THE DIAGRAM ABOVE. THIS IS STILL PART OF 

THE DANCE SO DECIDE AS A GROUP HOW YOU WANT TO TRAVEL. 

D. EACH GROUP WILL MOVE IN A COMPLETE CIRCUIT, CREATING A 16 BEAT MOTIF AT EACH AREA 

WHEN CHOREOGRAPHING YOUR DANCE THINK ABOUT THE TERMS LISTED ON THE TASK SHEET 

PROVIDED TO ENSURE YOUR DANCE IS CONTEMPORARY IN STYLE. 

 
Worksheet by Chrissie Sargent 



  

 

 

  

The dance teacher Chrissie Sargent also provided an additional rhythm sound track for the pupils to 

work to. The “Performers” were each given a QUAD t-shirt to encourage a sense of formal 

performance.  

After choreographing and rehearsing their performance everyone broke for lunch.    

After lunch the dancers spent 15minutes rehearsing before their performance, during this time the 

artists spent time with the Digital Resources Officer and Participation Officer learning how to use the 

Camcorders, there were 3 in total with each group set the challenge of focusing on a different 

element of the performance; the feet, the arms; the overall – distance shot. The footage would be 

used by the performers as a resource for evaluating their performance. 

THINK ABOUT… 

PLACEMENT OF FEET (AS A GROUP, WHERE DO YOU STAND? WHERE DO YOU TRAVEL TO?) 

AWARENESS AND USE OF CENTRE (CONTROL OF BODY AND MOVEMENTS AROUND TORSO) 

COORDINATION (THE ABILITY TO USE MORE THAN ONE PART OF THE BODY AT THE SAME TIME IN CONTROL) 

ABILITY TO REPRODUCE MOVEMENT ACCURATELY (FOR REPEATED MOVEMENTS, DID YOU PERFORM THEM ACCURATELY EVERY 

TIME?) 

WHOLE BODY PARTICIPATION (DID YOU USE YOUR WHOLE BODY IN YOUR DANCE PIECE?) 

ISOLATION (DID YOU USE ONE BODY PART ONLY AT ANY TIME?) 

APPLICATION OF DYNAMIC RANGE (USE WORDS TO DESCRIBE THE ENERGY OF YOUR DANCE EG. FORCEFUL, FIRM, LIGHT, DIRECT, 

FLEXIBLE)  

SPATIAL AWARENESS (HOW DO YOU USE YOUR PERSONAL SPACE AND GENERAL SPACE WITH YOUR GROUP?) 

RHYTHMIC AWARENESS (DID YOUR PERFORMANCE FIT WELL WITH THE SOUNDS? DID IT SLOW DOWN WHEN THE MUSIC SLOWED?) 

Worksheet by Chrissie Sargent 

Photographs Kim Burgoyne Noel Baker Pupil 2008  

 



The Box – Performance and Filming 

After a first performance by the dancers, which allowed the artist’s time to decide where it would be 

best to setup and place the cameras and which angles to film from, the dance group performed for 

real. The second performance was much improved from the first, with less embarrassment and 

greater concentration. Only one downside...one of the artist groups was concentrating so hard on 

their angles, focus and following of the feet they forgot to press record! 

 

 

Cinema 2 - Review and Evaluation  

The Camcorders were passed to the projectionist and all students gathered up their belongings and 

went to Cinema 2 to find a seat.  

 
Photograph Kim Burgoyne Noel Baker Pupil 2008  
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FOR THE PHYSICAL SKILLS LISTED BELOW, COMMENT BRIEFLY ABOUT HOW YOU HAVE APPLIED THEM TO YOUR CONTEMPORARY DANCE PIECE… 

1. PLACEMENT OF FEET (AS A GROUP, WHERE DO YOU STAND? WHERE DO YOU TRAVEL TO?) 

 

2. AWARENESS AND USE OF CENTRE (CONTROL OF BODY AND MOVEMENTS AROUND TORSO) 

 

 

 

3. COORDINATION (THE ABILITY TO USE MORE THAN ONE PART OF THE BODY AT THE SAME TIME IN CONTROL) 

 

 

 

4. ABILITY TO REPRODUCE MOVEMENT ACCURATELY (FOR REPEATED MOVEMENTS, DID YOU PERFORM THEM ACCURATELY EVERY TIME?) 

 

 

 

5. WHOLE BODY PARTICIPATION (DID YOU USE YOUR WHOLE BODY IN YOUR DANCE PIECE?) 

 

 

 

6. ISOLATION (DID YOU USE ONE BODY PART ONLY AT ANY TIME?) 

 

 

 

7. APPLICATION OF DYNAMIC RANGE (USE WORDS TO DESCRIBE THE ENERGY OF YOUR DANCE EG. FORCEFUL, FIRM, LIGHT, DIRECT, FLEXIBLE)  

 

 

8. SPATIAL AWARENESS (HOW DO YOU USE YOUR PERSONAL SPACE AND GENERAL SPACE WITH YOUR GROUP?) 

 

 

9. RHYTHMIC AWARENESS (DID YOUR PERFORMANCE FIT WELL WITH THE SOUNDS? DID IT SLOW DOWN WHEN THE MUSIC SLOWED?) 

1. WHAT VISUAL, SOUND AND 

EMOTION WORDS DESCRIBE 

YOUR PERFORMANCE? 

 

After watching a playback of both camera films, accompanied by a lot of laughter, pupils completed 

evaluations of their work.  

QUAD PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. HOW DID YOU LINK YOUR 

PERFORMANCE WITH THE 

EXHIBITION YOU’VE SEEN TODAY? 

WHAT PARTS OF THE EXHIBITION 

STOOD OUT WHEN 

CHOREOGRAPHING YOUR 

PERFORMANCE? 

3. IF YOU WERE AN OUTSIDER WATCHING 

THE PERFORMANCE, HOW WOULD YOU 

FEEL? WHAT WOULD YOU THINK THE 

PERFORMANCE WAS ABOUT?  

4. WHICH PART OF THE PERFORMANCE 

WORKED PARTICULARLY WELL VISUALLY? 

WHY? 

5. IN WHAT WAY DO YOU FEEL YOUR 

PERFORMANCE COULD BE IMPROVED? 

 

 

Worksheets by Chrissie Sargent 



 

Evaluation and Reflection for QUAD 

Evaluation forms were also sent with the teachers back to school for pupils to complete during their 
next lesson. The responses on these evaluations forms will help shape future workshops and 
activities devised for schools and young visitors.  Generally pupils could identify how the visit 
supported there studies, the arts group in particular rated the use of the Mac Suite as the most 
valuable part of the day, often stating that they don’t have access to those facilities at school. 
Moreover the art teacher identified this area of the arts curriculum as one that is not currently 
pursued at school due to lack of facilities. This is also an area with which she was not a confident 
user and would greatly appreciate any training or CPD opportunities.  This raises an important point 
in general for schools that are part of the Building Schools For the Future programme, of which Noel 
Baker are a part, with a new school will also come new and improved ICT facilities, not only do staff 
need to be ICT literate but also confident in creative uses and applications and this applies to not just 
the arts departments. 
 Noel Baker is currently having a new school planned and as such states in its BSF School Strategy for 
Change Part 2 dated 13th January 2009 that; 
 4.2 ICT A CPD programme to ensure that staff are confident users of hardware and have increased 
awareness of how ICT can improve teaching and learning. This will need to be organised in such a 
way that it does not have a negative impact on existing students. We will work together with the LA 
to develop a full and appropriate response to the change management implications of the BSF 
programme as it applies to our school. 
  

What Changed 

Initially we had planned for work to be devised around year 9’s, Key Stage 3, however during the 

first placement day and in discussion with the teachers both teachers felt that the facilities QUAD 

could provide; the digital equipment, software, contemporary exhibition and the spaces available, 

the Box and the Cinema, would give the year 10 Btec pupils the opportunity to engage with activities 

which would meet with their curriculum and that could not normally be addressed at school. 

Therefore the focus group changed. 

Initially I had hoped that the teachers may be able to visit and observe an artist led session taking 

place at QUAD, this would have provided us with a good chance to reflect on how the teaching and 

learning taking place varied to their own practise. This would have been beneficial for me, the 

artist/s and the teachers. Unfortunately the dates just didn’t work out.  

Sadly the school suffered bereavement when a member of staff died unexpectedly; as a result the 

school held a memorial service and had a half day closing, this was on the same date as the pupils 

planned visit to QUAD. The teachers did not cancel the visit as everything had been arranged 

however pupils did have the choice, whether to attend the visit or adhere to the school closure, this 

had a slight impact on expected numbers.  

What I Would Do Differently 

Due to the opening of QUAD as a new venue we were under some time constraints, as with all new 

builds exact dates are hard to plan for. It would have been advantageous to start the programme 

earlier however this would have required the teachers having placement days during their summer 

holidays. If I were to run a similar programme again I would definitely have run it over the entire 

time provided by Watch This Space 5 rather than over three months. This would have allowed us 

http://www.derby.gov.uk/NR/rdonlyres/C5A284C8-0DC9-4034-B2BC-6DD32B28DB79/0/NBCSLSfC2finalTMASept2008_2_.pdf
http://www.derby.gov.uk/NR/rdonlyres/C5A284C8-0DC9-4034-B2BC-6DD32B28DB79/0/NBCSLSfC2finalTMASept2008_2_.pdf
http://www.derby.gov.uk/NR/rdonlyres/C5A284C8-0DC9-4034-B2BC-6DD32B28DB79/0/NBCSLSfC2finalTMASept2008_2_.pdf


more flexibility with dates and the opportunity for the teachers to observe other workshops and 

sessions being delivered at QUAD.  

Key Outcomes  

Being part of the Watch This Space 5 programme has been greatly beneficial for me, as the 

Participation Officer at QUAD, embarking on the development and implementation of a new 

programme of opportunities for pupils and teachers at QUAD.  It has allowed me the time to develop 

good working relationships with two secondary teachers. To recognise possibilities, in particular, 

how to use the entire venue (rather than just the gallery and participation space) during school visits 

and the impact this has on the pupil’s experience. As a newly opened venue I have had the chance to 

work with teams that I might not normally work with, in particular the technical and projection 

teams, I have learnt how to set up equipment in different spaces which in turn enables me to 

discuss, with confidence, possibilities with artists planning sessions, with teachers planning visits and 

with partners planning programmes of work.  

For the organisation and particularly the different programme teams; cinema, gallery and technical, 

the hosting teacher placement and pupils visit made the schools programme “visible”. Working 

together to plan and arrange for the visit facilitated a shared understanding of each other’s roles, 

and what the new building with its many elements could offer schools visiting QUAD.  

To be part of a programme that has had a positive impact on teaching, and gallery visits by schools is 

very rewarding, as expressed by Jo Everitt in her evaluation “I will never simply take the students to 

a gallery again without a programme of exercises! It is much more beneficial to concentrate on a 

small number of exhibits and look closely than to rush round everything!” 

The future  

This programme of work has reinforced my belief that gallery visits have a benefit for pupils across 

the curriculum, not just the arts students; it’s just a matter of teachers, artists and gallery educators 

dedicating time to plan and develop working partnerships. In the future I hope that, through the 

new developments in the secondary curriculum, visits to QUAD will support all areas of the 

curriculum from Science to Citizenship. 

The exercises developed for the visit will be written up and available for download from the QUAD 

website, the “Drawing with Light” and work with cameras will be included in the FORMAT  09 

educational resource also available for download. The benefits outlined by the teachers in their 

evaluation will act as advocacy. Especially when a teacher is keen to take part in a programme of 

work with us yet they face resistance from senior members of their school staff.  

For QUAD to develop programmes designed for teachers which respond to the request for CPD in 

the creative uses of software and new technologies. It is hoped that these will be available for 

teaching staff after September 2009; in turn this will help non-visiting schools to recognise the scope 

of benefits of a gallery visit with supporting activities.  

 

Amanda McLaren QUAD Participation Officer 2009 

 


